Agenda for Subject Area Team Games meeting
1 June 2023 at 13-14 in 3A07

Participants

- Paolo Burelli
- Hanna Wirman
- Hajo Backe
- Rune Nielsen
- Eva Hauerslev (absent)
- Trine Møller
- Clovis Andréas Victor Lebret
- (Saskia) Joanna Rauhut
- Mohammad Ajine

Agenda

1. Approval of agenda

Welcome Mohammad.

Agenda approved.

2. Information

HoSP & EVA

Study Board

- QS report from BoS:
  - can we share the QS report with SAT?
  - discussed admission figures
  - discussed the importance of student retention, student wellbeing instead of just QS
  - ITU wants to establish an interdisciplinary program in green IT combining all areas of expertise
  - new exam format possibly in Spring 2024

Events

- Summer Games: June 29th
- Rune asks how to proceed with future Summer games dates, do we need to stay clear from exam periods? could we have a standard date for the event
- Games student graduation is always on one of the last working day of June, aim at having Summer games on the first working day of July, in 2024 Summer Games will be on the 1st of July
- NASG game jam running next week

Students
• DADIU going students have problems with their courses on Learnit. They should be encouraged to contact SAP.
• Individual specialisations and course registrations - what to do when results are not when seeking approval. Advice to students: choose default stuff for now, change at the beginning of the semester if things get approved. There is no longer automatic assignment of courses because the system changed due to the 'minimum 22.5 ECTS' rule. Trine notes that there are changes made to the registration system where students can sign up to courses with the little flower, courses that can be postponed.
• Lowscore, the student-ran magazine is having change of leadership. Recruitment of new members required.

Study Career and Guidance

• Two new colleagues, also manager is changing. Due to new distribution of tasks, Trine will not be able to do thesis talks this coming semester. Study and Career Guidance can help if we want to organise our own events.

3. Revised Curriculum

Due to the change in the Tech Track, making Foundations of Game AI a mandatory course in the second semester, the curriculum needs to be revised.

4. Course Evaluation spring 2023

First visit of the course evaluation spring 2023. Further presentation in a later meeting, between week 25 and 35.

Hajo brings up the concern that we should not receive the course evaluation results before exams are done with. Long discussion follows about the schedule of all matters related to evaluations and a conclusion that there is no perfect way of doing it.

13. AOB